INTERGENERATIONAL SUCCESSION
with Rachael Brook, Partner at Shoosmiths LLP
Farming remains a largely inherited occupation and one in which the transfer
of business control and ownership to the next generation is arguably one of
the most critical stages in the development of the business. History is littered
with agricultural families who have failed to protect assets and make adequate
provision for disputes around death or divorce. The fallout is painful - both
emotionally and financially - often resulting in irretrievable division. The
COVID-19 pandemic, coupled with the biggest change in agricultural policy in
half a century, is now driving intergenerational conversations to the fore.
Plan to succeed
Many farmers feel overwhelmed and unable to discuss succession with the
next generation, or even their professional advisors. The family may have
occupied the farm for several generations, there is often a strong rural
ideology that the farm should be passed on within the family, often down the
male line. Consider generational change - obstacles and opportunities paying particular attention to the following:
1. Start with your own aspirations. Consider what you need by way of
income from the farm during your lifetime, and on retirement. Ask yourself: Do
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I have the appetite to continue farming? When do I want to start to hand over
the reins? Who would I like the farm to pass to? Do I want to “wait and see” and allow this to be decided after my death by
leaving the farm in trust in my Will? If you name a number of potential candidates as beneficiaries, who may (or may not)
turn out to be suitable, your chosen Trustees can decide how, and to whom, the farm should transfer when the time comes.
2. Know your worth. Establish how assets are owned and ensure transfers (of land in particular) are properly
documented. Land values may well be affected by the changes to direct payments, given the significant emphasis towards
environmental factors in future payments. Land previously considered of lower value, may now be repurposed to meet
agricultural aims. Public footpaths running through land may be seen less as a nuisance but instead as a source of income.
Business valuation will also need to take account of the seven-year phase out.
3. Talk to your business partners and the next generation. What are their aspirations? Do they want to carry on with
the business in its current form, if at all? What are their strengths – management, marketing, accountancy? What is their
vision for the future of the farm? Diversification may pose challenges due to the new emphasis on conservation and the
environment, together with the withdrawal of direct payments, but the changed emphasis may also present great
opportunities.
4. Talk to your advisors. Trusted advisors will help you to navigate and manage succession your way and give you
expert advice as to how to protect your reputation, family and wealth in a tax efficient manner. Don’t hold back - tell your
advisors of your concerns. Otherwise, they will not be able to properly advise you. Family members may be vulnerable
(financially or otherwise) and assets may need to be protected through the use of trust structures, and/or pre or post nuptial
arrangements.
5. Put your plan into action. Many farmers never retire. Whether or not you choose to retire, bringing the next
generation into the business during your lifetime will allow you to impart your knowledge and experience and allow you to
release the reins as much as you want, as and when you want, over several years. Detailed and locally specific
knowledge associated with successful intergenerational transfers may prove vital for the effective agricultural and
environmental management of your farm in the future.
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Protect your farm, family and wealth
The financial impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, proposed changes to inheritance tax (IHT), capital gains tax (CGT) and
the recent Wealth Tax Commission’s report on wealth tax are likely to attract the attention of policymakers. Whatever the
outcome: financial, legal and tax advice will help you to fully understand your personal exposure to tax when transferring
wealth. Understanding the value of your estate and your exposure to CGT and IHT both on lifetime transfers and on death
is essential.
Divorce and other disputes within families can be ruinous for a farming business, sometimes resulting in sale of all or part
of the business. Good governance will ensure a successful transition and alleviate potential disagreements on sale or
transfer of assets, both during lifetime and on death. These factors make proper planning essential.
Consideration should be given to the following:
Structure. Is the business held in a suitable structure? Farms may be held within a company, a partnership, or trust
structures, in order to protect the underlying assets. Ensure land ownership, tenancies and trusts are properly
documented, constituted and registered. The farmhouse might be integral to the farming business and it is important to
understand the legal position in relation to all assets (business and personal) in the event of incapacity, divorce or
death.
Divorce. A carefully worded pre-nuptial agreement will avoid the uncertainty, cost, time and stress of litigating about
the matrimonial finances. Even if a couple didn’t sign a pre-nuptial agreement, it is possible to provide certainty and
protection at any time after the marriage through a post-nuptial agreement. This is particularly useful if there are
significant changes to the farming business.
Incapacity. Ensure your family can make decisions about your health and welfare if you are unable to do so by making
a health and welfare lasting power of attorney (LPA). Otherwise, it may be a social worker or doctor who decides where
you live, and any end of life decisions. Property and wealth can be managed during your lifetime by making a finance
and property LPA to avoid the intrusive intervention of the court of protection (COP) which would inevitably cause
extensive delays and administrative burden for your family. Consider also appointing a separate attorney to deal solely
with continuity of the business and land development issues.
Death. This is something that none of us can avoid (along with taxes in the next section!) Take control and carefully
document in your Will how your estate will pass on your death. Farms and farming families are often complex, and
disputes can arise without adequate planning for death. Taking expert advice will ensure your farm passes to your
intended beneficiaries in a tax efficient manner and will minimise the risk of disagreements.
Inheritance Tax. In recent years we have seen numerous reports and recommendations for an overhaul of our IHT
system in the UK. The Office of Tax Simplification (OTS) has published several recommendations as to how IHT could
be amended and simplified, one of which is to abolish agricultural and business property reliefs, with an option to pay
tax on death or lifetime transfers in ten-year instalments or until earlier sale if assets comprise land or business.
Businesses and farms/AIM investments/homes would therefore all be taxed at the same rate. The political appetite to
make major changes to IHT seems unlikely to be at the top of the present government’s agenda, but there may well be
an overhaul in the near future.
Control. You control how your business will pass to the next generation by listening to your successors and trusted
advisors, then putting your plan into action. A considered approach will ensure your successors are engaged and
informed which will inevitably promote a smooth transition whilst maximising any agricultural property relief (APR) and
business reliefs available at the relevant time.
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